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Dynamic Recruiting Solutions 
Specializes in partnering with 

companies to find candidates who  
are the right fit and will positively 

impact their organization in  
industries including:

 Engineering

 Information Technology

 Advanced Manufacturing

 Life Sciences

 And more...



Ask Yourself:

 Does your current recruiting process 
 focus on weeding out unqualified  
 candidates, then HOPE a few good  
 candidates remain?

 Have you HOPED you made the 
 right hire only to be disappointed 
 by mediocre or poor performance?

 Are your projects behind schedule  
 and your goals unrealized because  
 critical positions are unfilled?

If you answer

YES!
Dynamic Recruiting  

Solutions  
can improve your

Recruiting Results

 DETERMINE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 
 FOR YOUR OPEN POSITION
 Consult with Owners, Hiring Managers 
 and Human Resource Professionals to  
 assess their needs, challenges and  
 culture to determine which candidate  
 profile is the right fit.

 ATTRACT TOP PERFORMERS
 Find and secure top candidates who 
 specifically fit your job opening,  
 complement your culture and positively 
 impact your bottom line.

 PERFORM AN OBJECTIVE SCREENING  
 PROCESS
 Deliver only top candidates based on 
 analytics, strengths, weaknesses and  
 areas to explore, including candidate  
 comparisons.

 YOUR TIME IS VALUABLE
 You will only see well-qualified candidates 
 from us. Each profile will include the  
 candidate’s strengths, areas you should  
 explore and why we believe they are a  
 good fit for your position.

 UNFILLED POSITIONS ARE COSTLY
 We actively search and attract high 
 achieving passive candidates who 
 generally don’t respond to job posts.

 EMPLOYEES ARE YOUR MOST  
 VALUABLE ASSET
 Beat your competition by making 
 better hires.

 INTERNATIONALLY PROVEN ANALYTICS
 We utilize analytical tools to better  
 determine which candidates are the  
 right fit for the job. 

Replace HOPE with our Systematic Approach to 

Hiring the RIGHT FIT and Making a POSITIVE IMPACT.

The Dynamic Recruiting Solutions Systematic Approach has been formulated from decades  

of experience with recruiting, hiring, managing and when necessary, terminating employees.

WHY CHOOSE  
DYNAMIC RECRUITING SOLUTIONS?

PROVEN 3-PILLAR PROCESS 
RECRUITING SYSTEM


